Dear Ms Claire Booth,

Please be advised that Gisburn Parish Council discussed the above application at its meeting last night. The Parish Council do not object to construction of the lagoon at the site specified but would request that you note their concerns regarding the increased movement of traffic through the village and along Coal Pit Lane. There was particular concern regarding the suggested movement of large vehicles mid-afternoon as the route to be taken goes past the Primary School and the area is already chaotically dangerous at school pick-up time. It is also felt that Coal Pit Lane itself is not a strong road and its increased use by large, heavy vehicles could lead to damage to the road itself. It was also pointed out that Coal Pit Lane is a bridleway and is therefore used by horses and walkers who could be endangered by the presence of large vehicles on such a minor lane.

Yours faithfully,

Cathy Holmes
Clerk to Gisburn Parish Council